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While its sampling is unrivalled, Miroslav Philharmonik 2 also includes virtuosic
instruments that allow you to mold, shape and sculpt your sound to create your own

unique sound and performance. This is a digital instrument that you can use to
create any style of music or sound you can imagine. This process can be performed
live on top of, or layered underneath, your existing instruments to create stunning

instrument setups with open sounding pitches. In spite of its similarity to a
commercial acoustic instrument, Miroslav Philharmonik 2 is a fully digital

instrument, and this gives it the added benefit of a powerful internal sample editing
feature. You can instantly layer any of the included instruments onto any track of
your choice in SampleTank 3. As well as its powerful filter and effects, this editing
feature lets you keep your instruments on stage with you at all times, plus you can

record directly into it. You can even switch from a single instrument to the full
18-piece ensemble. And when you want a more organic sound, you can also do this
on the fly. With classic IK Multimedia warmth and harmonics, Miroslav Philharmonik
2 transports you to the realm of pipe organs. Reproducing the vast range of sounds,

from grand drama to the intimate whisper of a solo instrument, Miroslav
Philharmonik 2 is the most advanced set of pipe organ samples on the market. If

the piano is the heart of any composition, then Miroslav Philharmonik 2s pipes are
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its soul. Like a single instrument, Miroslav Philharmonik 2s pipe organ ensemble is
instantly playable. Miroslav Philharmonik 2 is also the leading synthesis set of pipe
organ samples. The ranges of sounds are vast, and the unprecedented depth and
harmony of the instruments lets you access an incredible new sonic world, without
the need for expensive analog equipment. TotalVST is the catalog of Virtual Studio

Technology products that help the musicians to improve their sound and their
creativity by offering them a comprehensive virtual studio toolkit. The site is a
comprehensive storehouse of music production samples and plug-ins that is

constantly growing.
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